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Abstract

Presently, Most of operations conducted in Nafiri Collection is using manual process by paper and cabinet to keep the important transaction. This is not secure at all, if there were burning or disaster then all data will be lost. Our group contains three persons has a mind to built a new system called Inventory Management System that will computerize all the current system. Inventory Management System will be operated in day to day activities of the company. The system will help to record each transaction and keep all transaction to database without any lost.

The technique involved in developing this system contains several steps. First, we have to analyze the current system and find its weakness and also inefficiency of the current system. Next, we built and design the system so it can help to improve the efficiency of current system and reduce its weakness.

To create this Inventory Management System, our group prefers to use implementation of PHP programming language and supported with MySql to manage database.

In conclusion, Inventory Management System is the best approach for the current system in Nafiri Collection and our group perfectly estimates that Inventory Management System will improve efficiency and secure of data in daily activities of Nafiri Collection.